
The Challenge
Cyberint needed to bring all financial operations 
in-house as all financial functions were managed 
externally, including bookkeeping, payroll, and 
accounting.

Cyberint is a cybersecurity solution provider that pioneered attack surface reconnaissance. The solution fuses 
threat intelligence with attack surface management, providing organizations with extensive integrated visibility 
into their external risk exposure. Leveraging autonomous discovery of all external-facing assets, coupled with 
open, deep & dark web intelligence, it allows cybersecurity teams to uncover their most relevant known and 
unknown digital risks - earlier. Global customers, including Fortune 500 leaders across all major market verticals, 
rely on Cyberint to prevent, detect, investigate, and remediate phishing, fraud, ransomware, brand abuse, data 
leaks, external vulnerabilities and more, ensuring continuous external protection from cyber threats.

The Result
Cyberint gained the ability to easily generate financial 
reports and rapidly analyze data with specific 
pre-defined criteria.
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Before implementing Priority, Cyberint managed all financial functions externally. As Cyberint faced extensive 
growth, it was decided to bring all financial operations in-house, including bookkeeping, payroll, and accounting.

The Challenge

Priority was initially chosen and implemented as it provided the highest ROI among the assessed solutions.
As part of Cyberint's organizational changes over the years, priority's ERP system was restructured to better 
accommodate new financial processes and streamline financial operations. 
Tomer Lebel, Controller at Cyberint, managed the new system setup project that included renewed 
characterization and attribution of accounts, the definition of new bookkeeping procedures, and setting up new 
subsidiaries' data consolidation processes. 
Lebel shares, "In the past, I used different solutions from leading ERP providers, but Priority is much easier and 
simpler to understand and operate."

The Solution

Today, after a rapid onboarding process that included accelerated learning and training, Cyberint 
uses Priority to streamline and simplify the payroll processes, bookkeeping workflows, and 
accounting records and ensure accurate audit trails.
Cyberint regularly customizes the system independently without needing implementers and IT 
services.
Cyberint gained the ability to easily generate financial reports and rapidly analyze data with specific 
pre-defined criteria.

The Result

See how Priority works for you Book a demo today
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"In the past, I used different solutions from leading ERP providers, but Priority is much 
easier and simpler to understand and operate." 

Tomer Lebel, Controller at Cyberint

https://www.priority-software.com/contact/

